“The Work of the Paper ‘Marie’ ”
by Hélène MASSECAR

In September 1976, under the guidance of the angel
Saint Michel, the Army of Mary entered into battle with the
“Work of the paper Marie”, which would extend over three
years. A complement to the “Work of Life of Love”, it fits
into the sequence of events covered in volumes XIII, XIV
and XV.
In total, twenty-seven editorials describe the tragic time
the Church and humanity as a whole are going through,
progressively revealing, “to the humble and the lowly”, the
Father’s rescue plan foreseen for “this time which is our time”.
In the editorial of May-June 1978, Marie-Paule wrote: “It is
necessary and urgent that these articles be seriously meditated upon.” That was because “ from one article to the next,
light was being shed” under the simple, but at the same time
“knowledgeable” pen which was even dazzlingly filled with
love and truth, of the One who gave all to uplift us to God.
These articles, having an inestimable historical, eschatological and spiritual value, were
bound together in one book under
the title “MARIE - Les Éditoriaux”.
Along with them, two inspiring
articles by Raoul Auclair were included, chosen from among many
others which were just as full of
light and which we can find in the
paper itself.
Here then is a faint glimpse at a
work that is so very rich and full of
information that it is impossible to
summarize it and set down, in just
a few pages, all the benefits that its
reading offers to the soul thirsting for light and salvation.
(The editorial titles, translated to facilitate an understanding, appear in parenthesis and in color.)

FROM SEPTEMBER 1976 TO FEBRUARY 1977 THE LIGHT BEFORE THE DARKNESS OF THE TIMES

The times are very bad. In 1917, Mary warned humanity
of the threat hanging over the world, including the Church,
with the coming of the Marxist and Communist ideology
in Russia. (Fatima and the Year 60) Men did not heed Mary‘s
words and the ravages caused by this ideology are still continuing today (they are given in great detail in the article).
However, Mary also foretold the triumph of her Immaculate Heart which will come about thanks to the movement
founded in Quebec and of which she is the Head: the Army
of Mary. And Marie-Paule would share this premonitory
concern: “Will the same fate be reserved to the Catholics who
are no longer able to recognize their Mother as the one faced
by the Jews who were unable to recognize one of their own:
Christ the Savior?” (p. 22)
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Marie-Paule deplored
the hardening of hearts
of men who are the only
ones responsible for the
misfortunes afflicting the
world, as well as for their
fierce opposition, in welloff countries especially,
to the prayer given by the
Lady of All Peoples. And
yet, this prayer is the only
way of saving the world
along with the full rosary,
also a precious weapon.
(Corruption, calamity and
war)

In November 1976,
Cover page of the ﬁrst issue
Marie-Paule presented a
of the paper Marie
condensed summary of
in September 1976.
the history of the Work to
that point, and set out in detail the snares and the attacks
the Army of Mary has constantly had to face since its founding, with these actions coming mainly from the sons of the
Church itself. She foretold the time of the Co-Redemption
and revealed that she was constantly receiving the necessary
indications from Heaven to lead this providential work to
a good outcome. (The Truth on the Army of Mary) It is necessary to renew the Church, she wrote, doing so gently but
firmly (Saint Pius X), and all the “profoundly religious souls”
enrolled under Mary’s banner, whatever their vocation, can
now carry the light in truth and genuine charity, within the
darkness of the times. (A Third Army of Mary, annexed article)
For the hour is grave and the time is very short! It is necessary to speak up, to act. Mary has been appearing on earth for
over a hundred years. She is the “great SIGN” and she chose
an instrument for herself in order to raise the Army of Mary,
which, nevertheless, must remain little and miserable in the
eyes of all, so that the victory can then only be attributed to
Mary. Nonetheless, it is also necessary “to be prudent so as
not to establish ourselves as an ELITE. What spiritual danger
threatens the souls called to ascend along the path of holiness,”
Marie-Paule warned. (p. 118) (The Marian Works)
FROM MARCH TO JULY-AUGUST 1977 THE LADY AND THE TRUE SPIRIT
Then came the time to present Her (The Lady of All Peoples):

a well documented article, but which, as Marie-Paule indicated, was only a “pale reflection of a divine Work covering
more than 2,000 pages” (p. 143), thus preparing the readers for
the publication of Life of Love in French. This is the Work of
the Co-Redemption, announcing times of undreamt-of glory for the Church, thanks to Mary and Saint Michael. Why
the new title of the Lady of All Peoples? Because, in our time

is being actualized the foretelling of
the “Woman” in the Apocalype, as
well as what Mary said to Elizabeth:
“Henceforth, all peoples shall call me
blessed”. (p. 140)
The Lady is coming to crush
Satan and to announce the Holy
Spirit. And Marie-Paule, basing
herself on the prophecies of Anne
Catherine Emmerich, explained
how the spirit of darkness seduced
the Church and humanity, devastated everything and reduced the
Mystical Body to a state of agony.
A spirit of illusion, stemming from
Protestantism, made its way into
the Church, hence the urgency of
praying for the coming of the True
Spirit. She quoted the Lady of All
Peoples: “What is going on at this
moment is an ideological war.... It
is no longer a conflict of peoples and
races, but a battle for the mind.”
(p. 159) The Lady and the Holy Spirit must bring spiritual unity to the
peoples of the world, set them back
again in humility before God. And
it is “NOW” that they are coming.

FROM SEPTEMBER 1977
TO MARCH 1978 THE CO-REDEMPTION

So, it was the time for repentance and prayer (Redress the ways).
Our salvation depends on the way
we live; we must be “in the world
without being of the world”. (p. 238)
For Satan has banished the concept of sin and that of hell from the
world. He established in it, instead,
love and brotherhood lived on the
horizontal level and expressed in
trite gestures, and without any barriers or limitations. A false security reigns. However, the “elect” will
be those who will have embraced
the CROSS, given all, sacrificed everything. The Co-Redemption is a
marvel of love for our time, comparable to the days of the Gospel.
“Later,” Marie-Paule wrote, “the
paper ‘MARIE’ will be reread and
then it will be understood, but too
1977, Amsterdam, chapel of the Lady of All late.... Only those who will have unPeoples - Marie-Paule and the seeress Ida
derstood and will have believed in
Peerdeman, in the years when the role of the
“Instrument”(Marie-Paule) was openly being the Work of the Co-Redemption will
be able to benefit from the powers of
revealed to the world, according to the mes(The True Spirit)
the Apostles.” And she would add:
sages transmitted to the “Messenger” (Ida).
Yes, the Lady is coming and the
“Let us be intrepid WITNESSES,” adpaper Marie is the organ enabling her to thwart the diabol- dressing herself particularly to the French-Canadian people
ical schemes (Terrible as an army in battle array), but under who have issued forth from France, “the Eldest Daughter of
whose authority was Marie-Paule speaking out? The hour the Church”. (pp. 243-244)
had not yet come to reveal everything, but “what is being
The hour of God had sounded; the veil was being slowly
prepared,” she wrote, “is so great that there has never been and gently raised. In October 1977, Marie-Paule wrote that
anything like it since the creation of the world.” (p. 168) It will the messages of the Lady of All Peoples were being fulfilled
be the definite victory over Satan. The Church will regain its in Quebec. She announced that Life of Love was the Gossplendor; sinners and prodigal sons will come back. Howev- pel of Mary, that it was the real life of the Co-Redemptrix
er, the apostles of the latter times will have to accept puri- to whom Mary gave her Spirit. (She will tear
fying tribulations in order to remain little and united in the apart his infernal sources) It is the witness, in
“heat of the action”. They will have an invincible strength, the same way that Christ had to declare that
equipped with the weapons of prayer and penance.
He was the instrument charged with revealThey will have to undergo the fate reserved to those who ing the things of the Father. In that same iswant to follow Christ, speak up against evil, denounce er- sue, Marie-Paule wrote a long presentation
ror, work at renewing the Church, and so, they will be of Raoul Auclair who was the only one to
condemned. (A sign of contradiction) For the darkness is have read Life of Love in its entirety and who
deep-seated and dissension has become a universal phe- bore witness to the mystical incarnation of
Raoul Auclair
nomenon. In fact, since the 1960s, a modernistic current has Mary in Marie-Paule. (p. 265) Therein is the
brought about the rejection of all authority in the name of Light; therein is the Truth. (Life of Love, annexed article) And
freedom of speech and action, while nevertheless muzzling Marie-Paule would call to the light all those who have not
its opponents, whereas the great ones of this world, turned understood and have fought against the Work.
solely to material goals, seek only power. Thus, hell was unThe call to the Co-Redemption, which surpasses all the
leashed against the Army of Mary from the very beginning, others and can be heard within any vocation “ fits within the
and bishops were ready to condemn it. However, this is the path of total abandonment to the Father’s will, in a fidelity of
hour of Mary, Co-Redemptrix, Lady of All Peoples, and “the every moment, in a detachment from all things and especially
clean-up has begun”. (p. 226) (I have not come to bring peace but from self.” (p. 272) Each one can and must think that God
the sword)
could have called others who were more meritorious, more
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virtuous, more talented than oneself and then plunge in humility. (Come, follow me) Is there a more beautiful example
of adhesion to the divine plan, of trust and abandonment in
times of obscurity than Saint Joseph, that noble being with
a chaste and pure heart, living with Mary through the spirit and not by the flesh? Marie-Paule, after having detailed
again the many ills which bear witness to the decadence of
the world, recalled the
importance of the respect
of God’s commandments
and rejoiced over the lilies of purity rising up
within the Work, as well
as the increasing number
of cenacle-like homes,
thus causing the darkness
of the times to recede.
(Saint Joseph, model of the
interior life)

And, “at the end of the
history of salvation, the
new creation will have God
himself as light.” (p. 292)
The Son, at the time of
the Redemption, was “the
real light having entered
into the world” through
Mary in order to give
grace and beauty back to
man and announce the
Kingdom. The Lady of
All Peoples, Co-Redemptrix, Mediatrix and Advocate, is the “ONLY LIGHT”
shining in the darkness
of “THIS TIME”. She announces the “TRUE SPIRIT”, a real renewal when,
one day, all will be “one,
with the Church and with
the cross”. (I am the light of

the world)

FROM APRIL
TO AUGUST 1978 THE MYSTERY
REVEALED

Saint Michael the Archangel,
defend us in battle;
be our defence
against the wickedness
and the snares of the devil.
May God rebuke him,
we humbly pray;
and do you,
O Prince of the heavenly host,
by the power of God,
thrust into hell Satan
and the other evil spirits
who prowl about the world
for the ruin of souls. Amen.

History is repeating
itself. The LIGHT that
comes from Mary this time is being given to the souls living in keeping with the spirit, “to the little remnant able to
understand the mystery of love unfolding in this time which is
our time.” (p. 339) And only the instrument can reveal God’s
secrets, an instrument He has chosen and prepared through
a heroic detachment from all human bonds and who repeated an unconditional and consistent “fiat”, like the one
of Mary at the time of the Redemption. An instrument in14
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formed of a mission foretold in Genesis and the Apocalypse,
a mission authenticated by the signs, in the same way Jesus’
mission was. (I am the handmaid of the Lord) At that moment,
Marie-Paule still spoke of herself in the third person.
Then, upon an order from Saint Michael who always
“imposed” the titles of the articles and their content, there
burst forth the “I” which, for some time now, had already
been expressed in a veiled
fashion. (I am the Lady
of All Peoples) “The most
wonderful masterpiece,”
the Lord had said to MaLord Jesus Christ,
rie-Paule concerning this
Son of the Father,
article, a gem of humility!
send now your Spirit
And what courage, what
over the earth.
detachment this required
Let the Holy Spirit live
of her! It is an exhaustive
in the hearts
article, recalling first of
of all peoples,
all the circumstances of
that they may be preserved
the Redemption and then
from corruption,
setting in parallel to them
disaster and war.
those of the Co-RedempMay the Lady
tion, namely: Mary’s acof All Peoples,
tion in this ending of the
who once was Mary,
times; her epiphanies,
be our Advocate.
and particularly the mesAmen.
sages at Amsterdam; and
finally her presence on
earth as the Lady of All
Peoples, and her written
life, Life of Love, containing revelations, prophecies and lights concerning the problems of this
time. Then, at the end of
a solid historical summary of the Marian Work,
Marie-Paule
appealed
to the courage of the lay
people and the religious,
as well as to their confidence and trust in the
victory through the picture and the prayer of the
Lady of All Peoples. She
reminded us, afterwards,
of the incalculable apostolic value of a life offered
unreservedly and continuously in union with that of Christ [and we must now add,
in union with hers] for the Redemption of the world. (The
Mystical Incarnation, annexed article)

Such a self-proclamation unleashed the anger of the adversaries. Marie-Paule wondered if Mary’s victory would
occur in the blood of martyrs, as did that of Christ, for
“in order to be fruitful, any work must receive its baptism
of blood.” (p. 390) And, as he did in the past, the devil put

even more effort into snatching man away from the promised Kingdom, giving rise to humiliations or counterfeiting God’s action, sowing confusion or seducing under the
appearances of a wonderful zeal. However, God’s grace is
never lacking, but we must correspond to it... Marie-Paule
gradually discovered, she told us, the divine-human conditions of the development of the Kingdom of God here below,
that is, the power of divine Kindness and the silent patience
of the instrument [and of the “little remnant”]. (The Kingdom

of Heaven)

He has never done anything without revealing His secrets to
His prophets and He generously offers men the help of the
angels. In THIS TIME in particular, the battle against Lucifer
who has come out of the abyss for some time now (approximately “50 or 60 years before the year 2000” according to
Anne Catherine Emmerich) is being led by Saint Michael
and the Lady of All Peoples, the “QUEEN OF THE PROPHETS”. (God’s envoys: the angels and the prophets)
For we must repeat it: Satan’s reign is powerful. The error
and the laxity in the Church are tragic because there is a
loss of the spiritual and mystical sense. Protestantism has
gained the upper hand and we are seeing a false ecumenism
and a false “new pentecost” being promoted. Marie-Paule
denounced the false spirit animating the Charismatic Renewal and, as a result, she was accused of dividing the
Church. However, “VICTORY HAS BEEN WON”.
And the “way of the tree
of Life [planted in Eden]
will be opened again to
men.” (pp. 478-479) (Char-

Thus, the Mystery of the Kingdom was being revealed; that
was the paper’s mission. The editorial of August 1978 (The beginning of the triumph) reported the great “sign” given the preceding June 4 during a ceremony held in Notre Dame church
in Montreal. It was an important moment, for Marie-Paule
entered within the sacred
walls, “crowned”, behind
the portable throne of the
Immaculate (“the Ark of
the Covenant”) carried
in procession. She admitted that she needed
ismatic Renewal – False Ecmore courage in the triumenism)
umphant phase of her life
There you have the
than in the most painful
Lady’s promise: a life of
phase. And how hard it is
love, peace, joy, calm“not to raise the lights of
ness and beauty in the
reason”! (p. 421) HowevKingdom, announced
throughout the Bible
er, she would insist that
the instrument is but the
and particularly in the
Apocalypse. However,
NOTHING God uses, and
Satan, powerless be“ forty years of experience
fore the Woman against
along these highly mystiwhom he is fighting, will
cal paths and of constant
fulfillments, in accor- Montreal, June 4, 1978, Notre Dame church - Marie-Paule enters go after the rest of her
dance with the prophecies in procession next to His Exc. Joseph Diament, behind the portable descendants. And, for
this time of battle, God
given, confer upon the throne of the Immaculate borne by ten young Knights of Mary.
gave two special devoinstrument an authority
that does not come from this earth but from God.” (p. 415)
tions: the prayer of the Lady and the miraculous medal, the
stamp of the Warrior Virgin. (The Terrestrial Paradise)
FROM SEPTEMBER 1978 TO APRIL 1979 - THE PROMISE
However, men continue to be free. They must choose to
The apostolic path has been fully set out. The goal is quite be either sons of darkness or “sons of light”, that is, those
clear: reunite all peoples into one single flock in one single who humbly receive the Word given, who are faithful to
Community, bring them to the Eucharist, and PEACE will God’s laws, who accept to carry their cross and who, with
come to the world, as will renewal in the Church through a pure heart, continue to depend on the Father. Then, they
the TRUE HOLY SPIRIT. (We are awaiting your coming in glo- will be sources of light, happy to bear witness, full of genry) However, the Lady needs apostles who are ready to aim erosity and tenderness, love and forgiveness. (Sons of light)
for the highest degree of perfection, “to pray and sacrifice
In short, in this “Work of the paper Marie” which ended
themselves in secret,” to always deny their own will, to re- in April 1979, Marie-Paule revealed to us the MEANING OF
spect God’s plan regarding others without jealousy or petti- MAN’S HISTORY, which is nothing but the gradual fulfillness, to seize grace without understanding, for “it suffices to ment of the Promise, that is, the coming of the “Kingdom”.
love...” To all those who accept, in this way, “to lose their life”, And all the “signs” have been given to indicate that the time
Marie-Paule said: “Go, you are charged with announcing the has come. (The signs of the times) Mary entered into Histomarvels of the One who has called you from darkness into her ry and those who follow her are assured of not being led
admirable light”. (p. 463) (May they be one in us)
astray, for “there where Mary is, there, the evil spirit is not to
Now, it goes without saying that God always helps those be found.” (p. 543)
who want to collaborate in His Work of unity. From all time,
Hélène Massecar
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